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Welcome to this special (updated) National Careers Week edition of the Soham
Village College Careers Newsletter.
This extended edition is packed full of useful links and resources, plus some
interactive activities, from both the national campaign and also other NCW2021related partners.

INSIDE THIS
ISSUE:
Yr11 Parents Survey
National Careers
Week: events, links
and resources
Alumni Focus

Some additional resources have been added from last week’s version—these are
highlighted where appropriate
If you have any feedback on what you have read or have items you wish us to
include in future editions please let us know.

noakhill@soham-college.org.uk

Yr11 Parents Post 16 process survey

Yr11 Post 16 - next
steps

Year 11 parents have been invited to complete a short survey to help the Careers
Team evaluate this years’ Post 16 application process, and where improvements
can be made for the next group of Year 11 students and parents.

Yr10 Post 16

The survey is still open and your input is hugely valuable.

preparation

Please access the survey using this link -

Careers quiz

Post 16 Parents Survey
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National Careers Week 2021
1st - 5th March
Each year we support National Careers
Week, which is a chance to highlight and
celebrate the importance of careers
guidance in education across the UK.
Unfortunately we are unable to invite
guest speakers in from our amazing
local businesses and Alumni network as
we normally do. But hopefully we can
replace them with a range of equallyuseful events and resources:

Spotlight on Engineering - Tue 2nd March 3.30pm - 4.30pm
Free webinar for parents and students on engineering roles in the Merchant Navy.
Hear about the two main routes into these roles - Engineering and Electro-Technical
Officer. Register for the free event here. Hosted by Careers At Sea.

(ADDED EVENT) Institute of Motor Industry - Tue 2nd March 10am
A live event to explore careers in the automotive industry, from management to parts,
marketing to electric vehicles. Students will need to set up a Spark account up
(https://app.sparkcareers.org/create-account/student - advised to use Chrome
browser) and use the sign up code PVVA3PIU. Hosted by the VW Apprenticeship
Group and Spark

Insights: Your Guide to Careers in STEM - Thur 4th March 5pm - 6.30pm
Discover the wonderful world of STEM and find out if a career in STEM could be for
you. Suitable for all students from Year 8 and above, and their parents. Register for
the free event here. Hosted by Form the Future. Other ‘Your Guide to Careers’ events

planned - 15th Apr: Construction, 6th May: Creative Arts, 10th June: Accountancy,
Finance and Law, 8th July: Uniformed Services

National Careers Week Virtual Career Fair - Mon 1st - Sat 6th March
This virtual Careers Fair will be available all through National Careers Week. No prior
registration is required. Simply go to https://ncw2021.co.uk/vcf-lobby/ from 1st March
to immerse yourself in the virtual world of employers and careers. Hosted by
#NCW2021

(ADDED RESOURCE) The official NCW2021 video ‘Believe’
Watch the official #NCW2021 video, produced by the inspirational Kamal Ellis-Hyman.
https://vimeo.com/516434672

“Your beliefs determine your reality”
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National Careers Week 2021
1st - 5th March
Parents Guide to - National Careers Week 2021
This guide provides parents with key information to help their teenage children make
the right choices to create successful futures after GCSEs and sixth form.

(ADDED RESOURCE) ‘Did You Know 2021’ video
Check out this video for some amazing facts about the Digital World, the Technology
Evolution and the changes in society and business World. The challenge for people,
the society, governments and businesses is to face the implications of digital change.

Barclays Life Skills
Barclays have a wonderful range of resources to help give people (young and old) the
skills, knowledge and confidence they need for work. Visit their main website, also
check out their Families and Young People sections. The Wheel of Strength is a
particularly useful tool to discover what jobs might suit your skills, interests and
personality traits.

Cambridge Regional College
CRC are annual supporters of NCW, check out their dedicated resource pages. They
have also put together a very short video to highlight many of the industry sectors
their students move onto.
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National Careers Week 2021
1st - 5th March
Careers education isn’t just about finding out what colleges, courses, apprenticeships
or jobs might interest young people. It’s important that they understand more about
themselves which can help plot their future pathways - what are their skills, interests
and future dreams?
Use this ‘About Me’ activity to really start to understand the true YOU!!
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ALUMNI
Caroline Dickinson - Class of 1979
What were your favourite and least favourite subjects at SVC?
I liked most subjects, especially Biology. My least favourite subject
was ‘games/Physical Education’, more specifically cross country running.
What is your current job?
I retired in August 2017 following a wonderfully rewarding career in
Health Care.
What pathway did you take to get where you are now?
Qualified as a Registered General Nurse at The West Suffolk Hospital in
Bury St Edmunds in 1984. I went on to complete an Operating Theatre
Course at Guys Hospital. After a short break travelling round Australia, I
joined The Cambridge Lea Hospital as a Theatre Staff Nurse and worked
my way through to be The Hospital Manager. During these years I completed a Diploma in Professional Studies in Nursing and a Diploma in
Management Studies. I was offered and took redundancy, and then went
to work for another Hospital Group, BMI, where I eventually became Hospital Manager at The Sandringham in Kings Lynn. After 3 years, I was approached by the Chief Executive of The London Clinic on Harley Street
and asked if I would join his team as The Director of Theatre Services.
The thought of travelling into London from Ely 4 days a week was initially
daunting, but it was such a great opportunity that I grabbed it with both
hands.
I spent my final 5 years in Healthcare at The London Clinic and felt my
career had come full circle and I left the profession doing what I loved
most.
What did you want to do/what were your plans when you left SVC?
It is difficult to know what you want to do when you are just 16 and I don’t think I saw myself as a
Hospital Manager, especially as Maths was never my strong point. I just knew I wanted to be a
nurse.

What advice would you give SVC students when they are deciding what to do when they leave
SVC?
Follow your heart, listen to advice but find your own path.

What do you know now that you wish you knew when you were 15 or 16 yrs old?
It is difficult to think back to myself at the age of 15/16 and to reflect on what I wish I had known.
But I guess I wish I had known to sometimes rely on ‘gut instinct’ and that common sense gets
you along way.
What is your one big memory of your time at SVC (good or bad, or both!)?
I have many memories of Soham Village College, some good and some bad but I guess my one
big memory is of one English teacher, I was in her form for 3 years. At the time I thought her
harsh but now I am thankful she taught me as some of the discipline she installed in us has stayed
with me and has helped me though my career.
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ALUMNI
Paul Ickeringill - Class of 1986
What were your favourite and least favourite subjects at SVC?
Art , Woodwork and Technical drawing
What is your current job
Managing recruitment Consultant for Search Hospitality London
based in Oxford Street in the heart of London.
What pathway did you take to get where you are now
I went to Ely sixth form in 1986 -1987 to study O level Business Studies and GCSEs. Then
Cambridge Regional College 1987 - 1989 to study BTEC National Diploma in Hotel Management. Spent a year as a hotel trainee manager with De Vere a large hotel group at the time
covering all roles in the hotel from cleaner to duty manager and then 18 months as a Hotel Assistant Manager in a large conference hotel.
1991-1996 Worked as an Assistant Manager for Granada Television in Manchester at The Studios Tour Theme Park - catering for 5000 visitors a day and also worked at another site which
could cater for 8000 visitors a day. During my time at Granada I was one of the youngest people to run a pub in the North of England. I also went to university part time and studied a first
degree in Catering Management passing in 1995.
Over the next few years, I spent some time in the recruitment industry and the Care sector.
During this time I studied as a Higher Apprentice and gained two NVQ level 4 qualifications in
Recruitment Management and Recruitment Principles of Management.
I started my current role in 2020, where I run the London office for Search Hospitality
and we started the London division of the brand a year ago and supply staff across London at
What did you want to do/what were your plans when you left SVC
I wanted to working in hotel management from the age of 8 and run a large hotel. I’m still associated with the Hospitality industry but now have been specialised for a period of 15 years as a
recruitment consultant offering recruitment solutions to the industry.
What advice would you give SVC students when they are deciding what to do when they leave
SVC
My advice to students is always look for opportunities and grasp them if it be by gaining more
qualifications and travel the UK or abroad for work and gain life experience.

What do you know now that you wish you knew when you were 15 or 16 yrs old
I have worked in an industry that has brought me into contact with all sectors of the general public, celebrities, government, homeless, sick and people of all nationalities as a waitress
at Manchester united was told by the chairman of Manchester united and she told me
this. Always treat people how you would like to be treated yourself regardless of who they are
and how much they have. Another quote ; we all have a little voice within us listen to that and
make your mind up but its also good to think out of the box and your comfort zone.
What is your one big memory of your time at SVC (good or bad, or both!)
My Home Economics lessons which where the start of my journey in the Catering industry.
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ALUMNI
Sean Massey - Class of 1987
What were your favourite and least favourite subjects at SVC?
My favourite subjects were Computing and PE. SVC was amongst
the first to bring in this subject and it immediately captured my imagination. It is no surprise that my entire career has been about
developing and selling tech products. PE was a welcome break to
academic study! My least favourite subject was French, I simply
didn't have the brain for languages and found it impossible to keep
up!
What is your current job
I am a Managing Director for a tech company that builds
software used by The Government to deliver digital services to consumers, construct digital workplaces and big
data integrations for internal Government databases. It is
a real privilege to lead 300 colleagues to design, build and
run systems that are used every day by all of us.
What pathway did you take to get where you are now
I studied A-Levels at Long Road after my O-Levels, then onto University. I found that the academic side of Uni didn't work out for me and left after the first year. I immediately started a
career in sales, moved to Marketing 10 years later and into management in 2005, which lead
to my first leadership role in 2007. I've been leading and growing tech businesses ever since
and have had the opportunity to grow business, acquire companies, meet public figures, travel extensively and help build things that have genuinely improved the lives of all sorts
of communities
What did you want to do/what were your plans when you left SVC
I have to confess that my ambition was to be excellent at sales and maybe work for a big tech
company. I never dreamed I would one day lead a business and certainly not ones as varied and
vital to UK schools, government and emergency services.

What advice would you give SVC students when they are deciding what to do when they leave
SVC
Take a look at every option, think about the pro's and con's and be honest with yourself about
what you are great at. And remember, if you take a path that doesn't work out, accept it quickly
and choose another one having learnt something about yourself.

What do you know now that you wish you knew when you were 15 or 16 yrs old
That it is OK to make choices to you that make sense at the time you take them and that you
make new choices when your circumstances change. Also, I should have taken My Bryden's advice (given to me when I was 14) to take up golf, it would have made me a much better golfer
than I am today!
What is your one big memory of your time at SVC (good or bad, or both!)
I really loved participating in extra-curricular activities. I got so many non-academic skills doing
the plays, musicals and participating in the sports teams that have been as valuable as the skills
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and knowledge gained in the classroom.

ALUMNI
Kayleigh Bysouth - Class of 2002
What were your favourite and least favourite subjects at SVC?
My favourite lessons were always Drama and History. My least favourite
subject were Maths and Science.
What is your current job
I currently own my own recruitment agency; I have 8 staff and we are
currently undergoing rapid expansion plans!
What pathway did you take to get where you are now
When I left school, I wanted to go to University and I worked hard to secure my place at Hills
Road with good grade. It wasn’t long however before I realised that further education wasn’t
for me. I started a weekend job at a Homebase and soon realised that I enjoyed making money
and having my own independence. I gave up college and found a part time job working in an
estate agency. I worked for that company for over 10 years, during my time I undertook any
training courses that were available to me. I was lucky enough to be able to undertake an NVQ
in Management, Business Studies and Leadership during this time. I found that on the job
learning was always my preferred method of learning. I am a very practical person as opposed to enjoying theory. After 10 years I really wanted to learn a new industry and found a
trainee job in Recruitment – I knew my long-term aim was to have my own agency, however I
knew it would take time so I set myself a goal that by the age of 30 I would achieve my dream –
something I am super proud to say I achieved.
What did you want to do/what were your plans when you left SVC
When I left SVC I had plans to become a lawyer, I had always been very interested in criminal
law and I wanted to work in London for a top Law firm. As I chose to leave college unfortunately
this would never come to fruition. I am proud to say I am now the owner of a reputable recruitment agency.
What advice would you give SVC students when they are deciding what to do when they leave
SVC
It is always good to have a goal, and to realise what you may want in life however don’t be put off
and disappointed if those plans change, you are never too far down the line to re-align your
goals and start again. If you are unsure on what you want to do pick subjects that are diverse or
if you are a hands-on person consider looking at an apprenticeship! Don’t put yourself under too
much pressure, life changes so very quickly when you leave school, very often leading you to
paths you had not considered, most of all make sure you are HAPPY! If you are happy then you
will be successful.
What do you know now that you wish you knew when you were 15 or 16 yrs old
To think about what would make me happy rather than what will make me successful, success
follows happiness and to pay more attention to what my elders advised me – I really didn’t know
best!
What is your one big memory of your time at SVC (good or bad, or both!)
Sitting outside Mrs Bryden’s office after being internally excluded for bad behaviour and smoking in school!
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ALUMNI
Ollie Wright - Class of 2012
What were your favourite and least favourite subjects at SVC?
My favourite subjects at SVC were music, P.E and ICT.
Least favourite subjects were History, Geography and Science
along with many others.
What is your current job?
I work as a kitchen assistant and a cleaner in a coffee shop
located in the village of Cottenham.

What pathway did you take to get where you are now?
I knew I wanted to work in the food industry so I tried many others to see if
they were right for me but sadly not so I ended up meeting the manager
of Cottenham Cafe who took me in, showed me the ropes and I've been
there ever since.

What did you want to do/what were your plans when you left SVC?
I had absolutely no idea of what I wanted to do when I left school with really bad qualifications so
rather than sit around lounging at home twiddling my fingers, I decided after a bit of nagging
from my parents to start thinking about a job. To this day I didn’t think I would end up being a
part of a fabulous team who serves food and drinks to members of the public and yet here I am
in that exact job.
What advice would you give SVC students when they are deciding what to do when they leave
SVC?
The advice I would give is have a rough idea in your mind of the sort of careers you would like to
do and try out as many as you can, even if you don't like doing it. You may be surprised that one
day down the line you'll end up doing the job you really love doing along with the support of your
family, friends and colleagues.

What do you know now that you wish you knew when you were 15 or 16 yrs old?
The one bit I know now that I wish I knew when I was 15/16 is there are going to be jobs you really don't like doing but it’s important to try it out and give it a go to see if it's the right one for you.
What is your one big memory of your time at SVC (good or bad, or both!)?
The one big memory I have despite the time I've had for the past 5 years which really wasn't
good at SVC was being crowned Prom King on the night of 29th June 2012 which took me completely by surprise and to this day I still have memories of that night.
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ALUMNI
Jack Smith - Class of 2008
What were your favourite and least favourite subjects at SVC?
Geography and P.E were my favourite subjects at Soham. My
least favourite subject was English, although I knew it was
one of the important ones!
What is your current job?
I am a Principal Transport Planner at Stantec. In my
role, I plan, assess and create transport strategies for
new developments such as new towns, stadiums and
What pathway did you take to get where you are now?
After Soham, I went to Hills Road Sixth Form College and then
went to University of Worcester to study Geography.

What did you want to do/what were your plans when you left SVC?

When I left Soham I wanted to be a physiotherapist or an Oceanographer. Both very different to
what I do now!

What advice would you give SVC students when they are deciding what to do when they leave
SVC?
Continue the subjects you enjoy and have interest in.

What do you know now that you wish you knew when you were 15 or 16 yrs old?
It’s ok to not know what you want to do as a career, follow what you enjoy, have a broad target
and an open mind and you will find the career for you.

What is your one big memory of your time at SVC (good or bad, or both!)?
The Muddy Triangle Cross Country!
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Yr11 Post 16 - next steps
All Yr11s have now submitted their college and sixth form applications, or are continuing with their
apprenticeship research. We have been very impressed with how they have all dealt with the
process, considering they haven’t currently been able to visit any of the colleges yet.
All applications will be acknowledged by the colleges. Please ensure students respond to all emails
received, as they will all request different information at different stages.
Colleges will start to make contact with students over the next few weeks to arrange their guidance
meetings. So far these are the dates or arrangements we are aware of -

Long Road - an extra date of 24th March has been set for students still to have their
guidance meeting, invites will be sent out soon

Oakes College - Friday 26th February & Monday 1st March
CRC - from the 1st week in February
Impington International College - from Monday 25th January
Guidance meetings guidelines


Colleges will contact students directly, usually via their primary email address provided in their
application.



Colleges will indicate if the meeting is to take place on-line or via telephone.



For on-line meetings, colleges will request that a parent/carer is also invited to meet
Safeguarding requirements.



Colleges will either make an offer during the meeting, or shortly after.



Students are advised to accept all offers at this stage to keep their options open as wide as
possible. They can make a final decision once they receive their results in August.



Colleges are hoping to be able to invite students in for a tour later in the year depending on how
the pandemic situation develops.



See the letter emailed to parents 25th Jan with advice on how to approach guidance meetings.

OTHER NEWS & UPDATES
West Suffolk Apprenticeship vacancies - https://www.wsc.ac.uk/find-acourse/apprenticeships/vacancies
Cambridge Regional College vacancies - https://www.camre.ac.uk/apprenticeships/apprenticeshipjob-vacancies/
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Yr10 Post 16 preparation
Although it might seem a long way off, at this time each year the Careers team start working
with Yr10 students to help prepare them for their next steps after leaving Soham Village College.
To help ensure this support continues whilst schools are closed, here is a summary of what has
happened so far and what is planned for the coming months ‘Your Future’ questionnaire
All Yr10 student were emailed a link on 22nd Jan from the Careers team asking them to
complete a short questionnaire, designed to get them thinking about what they might like to do
in the future and what type of qualifications they hope to gain. Their responses will also help the
Careers team shape the support provided over the next 12 months.

Although the deadline has passed, any students yet to complete the form are encouraged to do
so using this link.
Research is the key
The key to students making well-balanced and informed decisions about where they move onto
after SVC, plus what courses or type of education they embark on, is RESEARCH
The decision process can be quite stressful for students and parents, and the sooner they can
start their own research the better. It make the Autumn term slightly easier to navigate, as this
is when they begin to make their applications.
Students should view the whole Post 16 options process as navigating a number of key
‘stepping stones’, with each stone one piece of research or activity. The stepping stones don’t
need to be used all at the same time, as quite often the direction of the next stone isn't clear until
the previous one has been reached.

West Suffolk College ‘Next Steps’ presentation
WSC have produced this short video to help students explore college life, provide information
about Post 16 pathways, and how to achieve your next steps.
Other colleges will produce similar videos and resources over the coming months
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Yr10 Post 16 preparation
Personal 1-2-1 guidance meetings
A key part of the Post 16 process is providing all students with the opportunity
to have a 1-2-1 guidance meeting. An on-line meeting can now be arranged with
Mrs Anderson, our Careers Adviser, by emailing her at janderson@sohamcollege.org.uk.
Not all students need one straightaway as they might not be ready for one, and
so we will continue to remind them of the offer and booking process over the
coming months.
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Resilience is key………..
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Career Quiz
Take the quiz to see which job areas might suit you, then start exploring
opportunities – from apprenticeship and traineeship to researching some job
families. There’s a huge variety of options you may not have thought of.



Find out what your strengths are and what makes you tick




Find out which celebrity you are most like

Find out the types of jobs that might match your character


Click on the Buzz Quiz link to start your career research journey!!

Careers Website
https://www.sohamvc.org/post16careers
The careers section is always kept as up-to-date as possible, and is a great source of information across many aspects of Careers Education. There are some links to key websites that you are encouraged to visit.
We would also encourage students to regularly access and use the website so please
take time to talk to your son/daughter about it.
If you feel we are missing information that would be useful to you, please let us know!!
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